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Approximations by Certain Types of Rational Fractions 

by F* T* Scott 

The totality of real rational fractions £p/q$ > 

each expressed in its lowest terms, can be divided into 

three mutually exclusive types* Every fraction which is 

the quotient of cm odd integer by an even integer will be 

called a fraction of type I* Each fraction which is the 

quotient of an even integer by an odd integer will be a 

fraction of type II* The remaining fractions, which are 

quotients of odd integers by even integers, will be frac¬ 

tions of type III* It is easily seen that every rational 

fraction in its lowest terms will belong to one and only 

one of these types* 

In this paper we shall be concerned with fractions 

which satisfy an inequality of the fora 

| UJ - f>/R | < */ft «> 

where co is a real irrational number, and -A is a posi¬ 

tive constant* Can we find a value of M. for which the 

inequality (i) is satisfied by infinitely many fractions 

of each of the types, whatever the value (irrational) of 

co ? If so, how s.'mall can we take with the assur¬ 

ance that there will be infinitely many fractions of a 

given type satisfying (I ) ; regardless of the choice of 

co ? 

Hurwitz, proved; by means of continued fractions; 
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that there are infinitely many rational fractions* irre¬ 

spective of type* satisfying (l> when ; and 

that Cl) cannot be satisfied by infinitely many fractions 

for all co * when Jh < \/fs ^ By employing the geometry 

of the complex plane* Ford later obtained the same 
2) 

results*. This latter method is the one that will be 

used in the present problem* 

In the complex or z—plane* where z = x + iy (and 

z « x - iyï* the set of National fractions is represented 

by the set of points z ** p/q on the real axis* Like¬ 

wise* the irrational numbers C*J are represented by the 

points z u) on the real axis* We shall say that a 

rational point is a point of a certain type If g/q is a 

fraction of that type* 

In the upper half plane* for each p/q.* construct a 

circle SCp/q; of radius A /q* and tangent to the 

real axis at z ** p/q* Let L be a line perpendicular to 

the real axis at z = to * 

It is easily seen that the 

inequality (i) is satis¬ 

fied by p/q when L cuts 

SCp/qî A. Ï % and* converse- p/<t 03 p'/^, 

1> A* Hurwitz* Heber die angenaherte Darstellung der 

Irrationalzahlen durch rationale Bruche* Math* Ann** 

Bd* XXXIX* 1891* pp* 279-285* 
m 

zy L* R* Ford; A Geometrical Proof of a Theorem of 

Hurwitz* Proc* Edinburgh Math* Soc** Vol* XXXV* 

1916-1917* pp* 59-65* 
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ly* that I* must cut S(p/q> M ) when (0 la satisfied* 

In order that there be infinitely many fractions satis¬ 

fying (I) ; it is necessary and sufficient that L cut 

infinitely many S-circles* 

Let us consider the set of all linear transforma¬ 

tions of the form 

?• ■ S-t») = ïii~J od-4bc=| 

where CL * b » c * and c/ are real integers* 

that O. and d are odd since od-^bc-l ^ 

= o.d.-4b.c. 

Notice 

Let 

be a particular transformation of the set* Its inverse 

is 

&;'<*> = 
—c/| Ï +*2bi 

2c, « - a, 
(-J, K-û.) =f 

and this is a transformation of the set* Now let 

G-z U> = 2 Cxi3i+dx 

be another of the transformations of the set* and consider 

G, GjCî.) = 
w'ZCX i + d* + Zbi 

ZCt 2C»*+di 

- f 2( a, b*+bic/z) 

All of the coefficients of this transformation are inte¬ 

gers* Furthermore* both (âiû*+4bi£*)and C4ctbt+dtdfz) are 

odd* and both 2(0,bz-tb,dt) and 2Lctax+<t,Cz) are even* 

Then <?• will be a transformation of the set if the 

determinant of its coefficients is 1 
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(a%Ox + 4b,ct)(4c,fe, +di Jx) - 4(a'bx+b,Jt)(C,4%+J,C9) 

s ( û,c/i - 4b, C| )(â^bt “ 4bi^t) 

= / 

It follows that the set of transformations Gt*)consti¬ 

tutes a group, since the Inverse of any transformation 

of the set, or the succession of any two transformations 

of the set, Is a transformation of the set* 

The group G(*3 is a subgroup of the modular group, 

and hence any transformation of the group carries the 

real axis into itself and the upper half plane into it— 

3) 
self* &Cï) is a Fuchsian group of the first kind* 

If in C2) we set 4 » o t we have 

« - ûï+Zb , 
Z « G-0(i) ss  j Cl d si 

Then O-d- ±1 ; and 2 * - G*t*3 = 2L ± zb 

It is easily seen that the set of all transformations 

G0(2) is a group* Notice that every such transforma¬ 

tion has infinity as fixed point* The group is gener¬ 

ated by the transformation 

= T(23 = 2+2 

since any transformation of Go<*3 can be written as a 

power of Ttx) , A fundamental region for is simply 

a period strip for the group? for example, the region 

between the vertical lines at a » Q and z. ** 2 is a 

fundamental region* This is evident since every trans¬ 

formation of G0t23 , save the identical one, carries the 

3) For a detailed account of Fuchsian groups see 

L*. R» Ford, Automorphic Functions, 1929, Chap* III* 
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strip outside of itself; and since the strips which abut 

on the original one are congruent to it* 

Each of the remaining transformations» which have 
4) 

the form of with c?*o » has an isometric circle* 

The circle is 

| HC.lt | =| 

or I ^ +* ^/2cl — 1/2le/ 

The center of this circle is at -d/2C » and the radius 

is l/z|c| * None of these circles can contain an inte¬ 

gral point* z =* lm * in its interior* for this implies 

} Z c vn + cl I < I 

which is impossible since Zcm+A is an odd integer* 

Obviously* the largest isometric circles are those 

for which C = J:I » in this case* we get a set of circles 

of radius 1/2* with centers at » where A is an 

odd integer* For the remaining isometric circles*Id^2- 

and hence in every case the radius can be no greater 

than 1/4» Since each of these circles has radius no 

greater than 1/4 and can contain no integral points, 

every such circle must be contained in one of the iso¬ 

metric circles of radius 1/2* 

We have already found that the region lying between 

the vertical lines at z =* Q and z = 2 constitutes a 

fundamental region for the group » A fundamental 

region for the group is then the part of this pe¬ 

riod strip which is exterior to all isometric circles of 

4) 1» R* Ford* op* cit», pp* 23-26» 
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5) 
the group* Since the smaller isometric circles are 

contained in those of radius 1/2, we need only to find 

the part of the period strip which is exterior to these 

circles* Only two of these large circles cut across the 

period strip* They are the ones with centers at z ** 1/2 

and z «* 3/2* Thus, the region lying between the verti¬ 

cal lines at z * O and z ** 2, and exterior to the cir¬ 

cles of radius 1/2 at z =* 1/2 and z 3/2, is a 

fundamental region for .. 

In this problem we shall consider only the upper 

half plane^ since &C2) is a Fuchsian group* With this 

in mind, we define R as the part of the newly determined 

fundamental region lying in the upper half plane(see 

plate I)* Two important properties of R arer (1) R and 

the regions congruent to R by transformations of the 

group cover the whole finite upper half planep and (2) 
% 

there are infinitely many transforms of R lying arbitra¬ 

rily close to any point on. the real axis* 

The four sides of the region R are congruent in 

pairs* It is obvious that the two vertical sides are 

congruent by the transformation TCï)* The two remain¬ 

ing sides^ each of which is an arc of an isometric 

circle, are congruent by the transformation carrying the 

first isometric circle into the second* This transform¬ 

ation, however, is the onô having the first circle as 

its isometric circle, and having the second circle as 

the isometric circle of its inverse* It is easily seen 

5) L*R* Ford, op* cit*, p* 77* 
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that 
_ i p , 4 32 -2 
2 - S(^) =   — 

22 -1 

la the required transformation» The transformations Si*) 

and constitute a aet of generating transformations 

for the group? that is, any member of the group G’l^can 

be expressed as a product of suitable powers of and 

Tl*) » 

As we can see from plate I* R has four vertices Î 

which are at a ** 0, z = 1, z ** S, and a =o0 » Strictly 

speaking, only three of these vertices belong to R, for 

z «* O and z ** 2 are congruent points by Tl*,) » In any 

event, R has only three vertices which are essentially 

different» 

If a transformation of the group is applied to R^ 

the point spools transformed into the point 

G- ^co) — &/2.C 

Here CL is odd, 2C is even, and Q/zc. is in its lowest 

terms, since od 4 be. —/ » Then every transform 

of infinity is a point of type I» Conversely, we can 

show that any point, z =- ^/2C , of type I is a trans¬ 

form of infinity* From the theory of the modular group, 

there exist integers pa and such that 

Ofy - 2Cp0 -/ 

Obviously qQ is odd* From this, 

+ - 2cCpe+*Hlâ) = I 
where W Is an integer* Now C -fini cj is odd regard¬ 

less of the value of Hi , and (p6+wa) is even for a 

suitable value of *vi * in this way we can find integers 
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J * odd, and t b p even such that 

a A - 4 be. = / 

Then the transformation whose coefficients are A * lb * 

*2. 4 ; and ef is one with the desired property* 

The transforms of the vertex at z ** Q- are of the 

form 

G ( o) = afe/J 

where b is even* A is odd* and is in its 

lowest terms since ad • 4 best + Thus every transform 

of z * O Is a point of type II* If z = ^b/d is a 

point of type II* then integers p+ and exist so 

that 

/Pj- = i 

and pA is odd* As before 

J ( p* + -^LbC q* + h«d) */ 

where kn Is an integer* ( p» ** b) is always odd* and 

(fa + k*A) is even for suitable h* * Then z ** Q and 

z~*WJ are congruent by the transformation having 

these integers as coefficients* 

The transforms of the vertex at z =■ 1 are of the 

form 

su) - n~<r 
where both numerator and denominator are odd* Also* the 

fraction is in its lowest terms since 

(a+tbyd - 'Zbi'Z.C. + jy =( 

Then the transforms of z =* 1 are points of type III* It 

remains finally to show that if z ** P/q is a point of 

type III* it is a transform of z ** 1* We know that 
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integers pa and <%0 , one_jDdd and the other even, exist 

such that 

PH- - HP- -i 

Then P(H- + MH) ~ H (P- + -I 

where kn is an integer*. By choosing yn properly, we 

have , odd,and C p&+wp) = 7. b , even* The 

relation is now 

cl p - '2bc{ = l 

Letting CL and CL be integers such that 

P = a +gzb 

s ac + d 

we have J( a+tb) - CL bC*C +d) = / 

or - 4 be. = / 

Then z =* P/e^ is the transform of z = 1 by the trans¬ 

formation whose coefficients are Ct + “Zb , and d « 

The point z =* Q =* 0/1 is a point of type II, and 

z =* 1 — 1/1 is a point of type III* If we write infinity 

as a fraction in its lowest terms we have z ** ©o =* 1/0 

and this is a point of type I» With this in mind^ we 

can say that the set of points of a given type is trans¬ 

formed into itself by a transformation of the-group &&) * 

If thi3 were not true, then two of the three vertices of 

R would be congruent by a transformation of the groupé 

and this is contrary to fact* 

Let us consider the line y « h , parallel to the 

real axis* In terms of z and z its equation is 

2—2 = 2 ih 

We can easily find the transform of this line by any 

transformation of the modular group 
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2' = 
ci 2 +/8 

CLS -pY -/ 
Y 2 +<f 

where o« ; ^9 *Y * S , are integers* Putting 

-<? 2’+P 
YZ' -CL 

U) 

2 = 

and 

we have 

? = -<f** +0 
rî' -o6 

-Sr-# 

Y%' - oc — ~ <fg't/3 
— 2. c A ^2' - ot. 

On. simplifying this* we get 

( 2 ” TF ” ZhY*)(Z " T7 s 

This is the equation of a circle with center ot/'K + t/iAT1 

and radius I/;2AT
1* This circle is tangent to the real 

axis at z ** «*/*r * If we choose A so that tâh * 

the radius is JZ./YX * and so the circle is s(«</r;-A )* 

Thus; every transform of the line y *A « by a 

modular transformation is one of the previously construct- 

ed S-circles; if we include the line as the S-circle of 

infinity* Conversely; if ©t and Y are any pair of 

relatively prime integers we can find integers /9 and 

cf such that 

oc.S-pr'*! 

and then the circle S{CL/Y j Je. > is the transform of 

by (2) * As a result* we can say that the set of 

S-circles(including the line y = A ) is transformed into 

itself by a modular transformation» 

The group is a subgroup of the modular group* 

and hence every transformation of will carry the 

set of S-circles into itself* As we have already seen* 

the set of points of a given type is carried into itself 
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and,, as a consequence, the set of S-circles at these 

points will be carried into itself* That is, the set of 

S-circles of a given type (S-circles at the points of 

the given typeï is carried into itself by any transform¬ 

ation of the group* 

Let Pt/^t and. Pt/p^ be two points, and let 

• Je. ) and S(• Jit ); respectively, be the 

S-circles at these points* We want to find the condition 

that these two circles be tangent* 

For tangency; 

necessary condition for tangency is that 

P'1* -P* 1. - ± ZJk. 

Obviously; this condition is sufficient* It is easily 

seen that the necessary and sufficient condition for the 

overlapping of the circles is that 

/ P'1z-P*1'i 
If, in particular, we take -/e- sl ; and P'/q, and /Wf* 

are points of the same type, the condition for tangency 

is 

P,<h.-P*9< = ±Z 

The condition for overlapping is 

I 
and this can never be satisfied when and f’-t/“?^ 

are fractions of the—same type, since P»1*.~P*1, is an 

evren integer not zero* When Je </ , neither tangency 
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nor overlapping of the S-circles of the same type is 

possible» 

As we have just seen; the necessary and sufficient 

condition that S(; / ) and S(px/qz ; / Ï be tangent 

is that 

Pt - Prt ± Z 

where P»/q, and P*fqx are fractions of the same type* 

As a particular case, suppose that P>fq, and f\/qx are 

fractions of type I* We want to establish the fact that 

there is an unbroken chain of S-circles of type 1 extend¬ 

ing from the neighborhood of any integral point to the 

neighborhood of any adjacent integral point ( when Jc «/$* 

It will be sufficient to prove this for the integral 

point z ** 1» 

Consider the sequence of points defined by succes¬ 

sive positive or negative integral, values of m in the 

expression 
_ Zn-I 

= ZM 

It is easily seen that the S-circles at and 

are tangent; since 

(-2yi-Oizn + z) - zni2.n + i) = -Z . 

For large positive values of n, Z„ is arbitrarily 

close to* but less than* 1* For large negative values 

of h * is greater than 1 by an arbitrary amount* 

For M = 1 and —1* we have respectively j?, ** 1/2 and 

— 3/2* This gives us the fact that there is an 

unbroken chain of tangent S-circles of type I extending 

from the neighborhood of z - i to z = 1/2* Also* 

there is a similar chain extending from z —3/2 to the 
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neighborhood of z = 1* 

Now* considering the points 

= I/2KI 

as before* we see that there are similar chains of 

S-circles extending from both z = 1/2 and z ** «*1/2 

Into the neighborhood of 2 = 0* On applying the trans¬ 

formation T*l?) * the desired result follows* 

Let P be a point in the upper half plana* and let 

2 = XL be an irrational point on the real axis* If 

we Join these two points by an arc FXL of a continu¬ 

ous curve* and if only one point of the arc* namely* 

2 = XL , lies on the real axis* then FXL must cut 

infinitely many transforms of R* 

Suppose the contrary; then* FXL cuts at most a 

finite number of such regions* As the arc is traced 

downward from F to XL by a point P', P* must always be 

contained in some transform of R* since these regions 

together with R cover the entire finite upper half plane* 

Hence* P* will encounter a last region* as there is only 

a finite number encountered* The remainder of the arc 

FXL must lie within this last region* for otherwise 

another region would be intersected* FXL terminates 

on the real axis* and this is possible only if XL is 

one of the vertices of the last region encountered* 

This yields a contradiction, as the vertices of the re¬ 

gion are rational points* whereas z ** XL is irration¬ 

al* It follows that FXL must cut infinitely many of 

the regions* 

On referring to plate I* we see that* if p0/^0 
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and p,/q% ara adjacent vertices of R (e*g*t l/a and 

0/1; 1/0 and 2/1; etc*)^ then 

P»*?, -qoP< =±l 
Let us see if this is true of adjacent vertices in every 

transform of R* 

GC 
Qpo + 'Zb^g 

ZCpo + cl<?0 
op, + Zbq, 
‘ZC-Pt + dR, 

payq: 

p. •/<?/ 

PoRt'~ RJP,' =(pp6+2b<?0)(icp,+J<i')-(lCpc*Jq0)(ap,+2bqt) 

- ioJ-4bc.)CpcR, -qQ P,) 

- zb I 

As a result of this we can say that, if po/q0 and pi/q, 
are adjacent vertices of any transform of R; then 

p“ct> -q*p, =±i 
Now let us consider the set of all transforms of R 

having a common vertex at a point Pt>/qo * It is easily 

seen that, of all of the regions having a common vertex 

at P*/q0 » there can be at most one such that P+fq0 
lies between its two adjacent vertices* Then, except in 

one case at most, Po/q0 is at an extremity of the trans¬ 
form* Necessarily, the other extremity of the transform 

is a vertex which is adjacent to po/q* » and the trans¬ 

form lies under the semi-circle whose diameter is the 

segment joining these vertices* Since the other extrem¬ 

ity pi/R, ia an adjacent vertex, 

P»9> -PoP> - ±/ 
Now, the set of all fractions P/q satisfying this 
relation are given by 

q- q, +nq0 

P-P.+d Pe 
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where Y\ la an integer. The set of all possible adjacent 

vertices to P»/q6 must be contained in this set of frac¬ 

tions. Also, the diameters of all transforms having a 

common vertex at P*»/qb , with at most one exception, 

must be contained in the set of values 

P/q - Polq0 - <?oCq,+ nq0) 

From this we have the fact that the diameter of the re¬ 

gions with common vertex at P»/q0 must approach zero, 

as the numerical value of Lq, must increase without 

limit in order to yield infinitely many such regions* 

By employing this result we can easily see that the 

previously mentioned arc PX1 cannot cut infinitely 

many transforms of R having a common vertex at any po/qQ . 

If we suppose the contrary, then ft must lie arbitrarily 

close to P»/q« » This implies that ft is rational, 

which is contrary to fact. 

Now we shall show that 

SC p/q * 1Ï must lie within 

the regions having a common 

vertex at P/q . 

Suppose the contrary? 

then, soma arc of S( p/q ;1) 

must lie in a region which 

does not have a vertex at 

P/q * Transform P/q to 
to its congruent vertex Po/?o * 

of R, thus carrying SC p/q ?1) 

into SCpofq* ?1). Some arc 

of S(Po/ÿo ?1) must lie in a r«$ioM Q 1 Z 
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which does not have a vertex at p*>/q0 * If a point, 

starting from R; traces the circumference of S(po/q0 ?1), 

it will remain in regions having a vertex at P»/q0 until 

it crosses a side which does not Issue from po/f6 » By 

hypothesis, such a side is encountered* Now, we trans¬ 

form to R the last region through which the point passed 

before meeting this side* This region has a vertex at 

P*/<?o , and so the transformation will carry S( po/qa ;1) 

Into itself* At this stage; we know that S{po/q^ ?1) 

must cut a side which does not Issue from po/q0 • This 

is Impossible* (If P®/<?i> ** 0/1 or 1/1, the radius of 

StPo/tfo yl) is 1* There are no sides of R not issuing 

from P*/q„ which lie within this distance* If po/qb** I/O* 

S( P»/qo *1) is the line y ** 1/2* This line is tangent 

to infinitely many sides which do not issue from z =* oo ; 

but crosses none*) 

From this we see that the only fractions which could 

possibly satisfy the inequality (•) when -/t =* 1 are the 

coordinates of the vertices of the transforms of R through 

which L passes* 

Let M be a semi-circle orthogonal to the real axis 

and cutting it at P/q (rational), and -O- (irrational)* 

Then M cuta infinitely many S-circles of type I when 

Jt- =* 1* 

We can transform p/q into its congruent vertex of 

R* Kt is carried into a semi-circle M' which cuts across 

a region- having this vertex in common with R. By a sec¬ 

ond transformation, this region is carried into R, and M* 

is carried into a semi-elrcleM, cutting R* If pi<i is a 
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fraction of type 1^. M, ia a straight line* Otherwise^ 

It, is a semi-circle containing at least one integral 

point* and thus having diameter greater than one as the 

rational terminus is at an integral point* In either 

case M, cuts the straight line ( S(l/Q? 1)* As a point 

traces M( downward toward the transform of il * there 

, must be another S-circle of type I encountered* since 

there is an unbroken chain of the circles between suc¬ 

cessive integral points* It is not possible that M, be 

tangent to an S-circle when M is rational, for a reason 

which will be noted later* Hence, M, cuts a second 

S-circle* 

Transforming thi3 circle into S(l/Qp 1), and M, in¬ 

to M2 * we know that cuts S(l/Q? 1)* Notice that Mz 

has diameter greater than one, and so must contain an 

integral point in its interior. The S-circles which 

were intersected before must lie between the rational 

terminus of M2 and the intersection of M* with S(l/Oj 1), 

Tracing downward toward the transform of II , the 

unbroken chain of S-circles is encountered, and hence 

another circle is intersected* This circle cannot be 

one previously intersected, for thoée lie on the part of 

M* which has already been traversed* 

Repeating this process infinitely often, we see that 

M cuts infinitely many S-circles of type I when *=■ 1. 

If p/q is a fraction of type I, then the semi¬ 

circle M| is the line L leading up to cxi * Since M 

cuts infinitely many S-circles of type I, so does L, and 

there are infinitely many fractions of type I which sat- 
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isfy 

| u> - p/c| | M-/q^ 0) 

when Jh. ■* 1*. It is obvious that there will be infi¬ 

nitely many fraction satisfying (i) when -A ^ / * 

Suppose that p/<{ is a fraction of type II* Then 

Mj} is a setol-clrcle an the diameter and cuts 

infinitely many S-circles of type I* Let us make the 

modular transformation 

Ta) = -l/i 

Every fraction Q/nc. of type I is carried into -2C./&. , 

a fraction of type II? and* conversely* every fraction 

of type II is carried into a fraction of type I* Since 

the set of all S-circles is carried into itself by a 

modular transformât!on* the set of S-circles of type I 

is interchanged with that of type II* The semi-circle 

Mt is carried into a straight line L leading up to the 

irrational co - - i/Sl^ * Since K cuts infinitely many 

S-circles of type I* L cuts infinitely many S-circles of 

type II* Then, as before* there are infinitely many 

fractions of type II satisfying CO when Jk ^ t . 

For the remaining case we shall suppose that p/c^ 

is a fraction of type III* Then M* is a semi-circle on 

diameter f I-rt-Vl * and cuts infinitely many S-circles 

of type I* On making the modular transformation 

HlZ) =Z gt 

we see that every fraction Q24. of type I is carried 

into 

Hia/vc) = -Q + 2c 

In every case this is a fraction of type III* Since the 
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modular transformation H&) carries the set of all 

S-circles into itself, the S-circles of types I and III 

are interchanged* M* is carried into a straight line L, 

leading up to the irrational co = --&*'/(&- "1 ) p and 

cuttings infinitely many S-circles of type IH* Then 

there are infinitely many fractions of type III satis¬ 

fying (.1) when » 

It was stated before that the semi-circle M* cannot 

be tangent to an S-circle when J- is rational* This is 

evident, since it implies that the straight line which 

is the transform of M* is tangent to an S-circle* In 

this case we would have 

I UJ> - p/q J = Ji/q* 

where JL is rational, and this is impossible* 
The first part of the problem is now complete* In 

summary, we can say that there are infinitely many frac¬ 

tions of a given type satisfying 

\LU- P/q\ < 0) 

when , irrespective of the value (irrational00of 

LAJ * Further, if JL .1, the only fractions satis¬ 

fying (l) are tl e coordinates of the vertices of the re¬ 

gions through which the line I» passes* 

For the second part of the problem we shall set up 

the following situation* Let KH be a semi-circle with 

center at , ( n a positive integer), tangent 

to the line S(1/0?^M)» and to the circle S(l/2j 

Since K„ is tangent to S(l/Qp^AH), its radius must be 

•/ajt,* In order that be tangent to S(l/2 

the radius must be 
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Solving these for M* ; we have 

M* - yn/yJT^+T 
This must be the value of Jin in order that K* be tan¬ 

gent to the S-circles mentioned above* The* radius of 

KM is then 

KV| - l/'zjlyt - /ZV\ 

K^cuts the real axis at two points An and BH * 

/4„ =(n+i)/2h -f* =■ (M+i 

8*, +r„ = + 
That is; An and B*, are 

points* Any such transformation must carry the above 

equation into itself* We know that we can find a modu¬ 

lar transformation with the desired properties* but 

whether this transformation is one of the group &C2) re¬ 

mains to be seen» 

Considering equation (3 ) as a quadratic form in z. 

and 1* we have A-'Zn 3 = —Cm-i)y Q ■=. / and the 

discriminant* D-B*-AC = yi^+l . The greatest 

common factor of A * *28 > C Is <T -= 1* Pell*s equa¬ 

tion for the quadratic form is then 
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~tz - ( ) U2 — ( 

By inspection we see that-t ; u — ;2M * is a solu¬ 

tion of the equation»^ 

In terms of the above solution of the Pellian equa¬ 

tion» we can determine the coefficients of a modular 

transformation 

oL *2 + 0 
nr* + s oLS-/s-r = l 

which has fixed points at AH and BH * 

- -t - 0u = 4H*H-2.H-H 
0 = -u C = 

9" — U A = 

S - Bu - 

The transformation is 

f?' = KM(2) = 
^H4f2H+lj2 -2M 

-Czn-t) 

On examining we see that it is always a 

transformation of G(%J regardless of the integral value 

of h » Since the semi-circle KH passes through the 

fixed points of the transformation» it will be carried 

into itself by any power of the transformation* This is 

true of any circle through the points A« and BM * 
Now we want to find the condition that S( p/q iJ1*) 

be intersected by the semi-circle K» » where p/q is a 

fraction of type I* The distance from the center of 

to S( p/q ; Mh) is 

\(X„-P/q)* + {k„/c(f)
L 

6} For an account of the Pellian equation» see» for 

example, GJB» Mathews, Theory of Numbers, Parti, 1927, 

pp, 88-97, 
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The distance from the center of /<* to the farthest 

point of S( p/q i } is 

In order that /C*, cut S( p/q T ) we must have 

)r„- <!< p,e(f+t-k»/qjiV | <-*"/?' 
Notice that tangency is not admitted by this relation» 

Then if 

| r„ - \|t I == 'k~/ql, 
the S-circle and Kn are tangent at most» but cannot 

cut across one another» 

On substituting the values of f*H ► » and , 

and simplifying» (4; becomes 

I F»(Pjq)\ = | anp*-z(yi+0pq ^ 2H 

If» for a given value of H » where p/q is any fraction 

of type I» this inequality is true» then KM does not 

cut across any circles S ( p/q ; J&H)» 

Let P« be the point of tangency of KM and 

S(l/2% Mn )* On applying the transformation KM (&) * we 

see that z — 1/2 is carried into 

"(Vz) - 4-n*-4rt+z 

Then P0 is carried into P, » the point of tangency of 

K»t and SC K*(i/z) )♦ We can cover the whole semi¬ 

circle K», by a set of arcs which are congruent to the 

arc PoP% by powers of KH(2-) » Hence» in order to 

show that no S-circles of type I are intersected by > 

we need only to show that there are none intersected by 

PoPt » However» if PoP, cuts across one S-circle» Kn 

(*) 



will necessarily cut across infinitely many. 

At present* the fact3 of the case for the general 

integer n are not known» The particular cases M =1* 

H =* 2» and H “3; have been considered* and in each 

it was found that the corresponding KV, did not cut any 

S-circles of type I when M * 

We shall give an account of the case* Kl 3* We 

have 

A3 - (4 - 'T73 )/Co 

83 = C 4-f 47ôJ/(0 

X3 = 2/3 
r3 = tTb/(o 
&3 = 3/>J7o 

Fsifrq) = (op'-Ôpq 

1*3(2) — ^ 2 - G 
3G2r -S 

K3U/~l) = Sl/'ZCo 

We need only to consider the S-circles which are larger 

than SÇ31/26; 3/ 10) in order to find those which are 

most, likely to cut the arc PaPt of K3 » Thus* we need 

to consider only those values of ^ (even) which are less 

than 26* Also, we notice that StpVq* ;3/fTo ) has a 

better chance of cutting PoP1 than S(pVq1 T3/{To) if 

PVq> < P‘/q> < 3I/2C. 

or if P"/q' > p,/q%
 > 31/2.U 

By virtue of this* we have finally to show that 

I F3| > (0 for the following values of p/q in order to 

show that the circle K3 cuts across no S-circles of 
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type I when ^ = 3//^7ô * 

*1/2 < 31/26 < *3/2 

*3/4 < ft < «5/4 

*7/6 < It <. 11/6 

9/8 < to <11/8 

11/10 < Hr < 13/10 

13/12< W < 17/12 

15/14<. «9* <*17/14 

*19/16 < to <21/16 

19/18< to < 23/18 

23/2G< to 27/20 

25/22 < to <■27/22 

25/24 < to <*29/24 

If we consider these values successively, the un¬ 

starred values may be omitted, for some preceding value 

gives a better approximation with a smaller denominator. 

F(i;2) « - 5 

F(3,4) « -26 

Ft?,6} - - 6 

F(19,16) » -10 

, F(S,2) * 10 

, F(5,4) « 6 

; F(17,14) » 26 

, F(29,24) « 54 

We see that in every case considered, IP3 I ~ to , 

Hence Po P» does not cut across any S-cireles of the 

specified kind, and neither does Ks » However, is 

tnagent to infinitely many of the circles. 

Suppose that we take ■^S/'Tib » The S-circles 

will be smaller than before, and there will be no circles 

of type I tangent to K3 , For any J#- < 3/>Tïo , we can 

construct circles C* and C", one on either side of K3 , 

through the points A3 and ; and cutting across no 
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S-circles of type I* In the region between C* and C" 

there are no S-circles of 

type I* Then we can draw a 

line L perpendicular to the 

real axis at ^3 (or 83 }* 

and this line will cut at 

most a finite number of 

S-circles of type I* This 

is easily seen* since the 

lower part of the line L is contained in the region be¬ 

tween C* and O'* and can meet no S-circles there £ and 

since the remainder of L. passes through only a finite 

number of transforms of R* and thus can meet at most a 

finite number of circles* 

We have proved that* when b <3/STo * there will 

be at most a finite number of fractions of type I satis¬ 

fying the inequality (1) if <*•» - A3 or 8 3 * 
If the 

semi-circles K3 * C** and C* are transformed by any 

member of the transform will be a similar config¬ 

uration* By similar reasoning* we can show that a line 

perpendicular to the real axis at any transform of 

or B3 will meet no more than a finite number of S-cir¬ 

cles of type I* These transforms are everywhere dense 

on the real axis* and for none of them eise there more 

than a finite number of fractions of type I satisfying 

Cl) when J* ^ 3/>l7ô * 

To obtain these results for fractions of types II 

and III* we transform the present configuration by the 

modular transformations and HC&) * The trans- 
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formed configurations hear the same relations to S-cir- 

cles of types II and III, as did the original to the 

S-circles of type I* Reasoning as before, we obtain the 

same results in each case. 

In summary, we can say that; for a given type of 

fraction^ there exist irrational numbers, everywhere 

dense, for which the inequality 

) LÜ - p/q | < 

is satisfied by at most a finite number of these frac¬ 

tions when ^ 
<3/l7o * 
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